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‘These Biological Males Are Just Taking It Away From Us’: High School Girl
Athlete Blasts Biden Administration For Abandoning Her Lawsuit
Hank Berrien
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This week, the Biden administration’s Department of Justice withdrew its support for
a lawsuit brought by three high school female athletes that would block biological
males from competing in girls’ sports in Connecticut.
Former Attorney General Bill Barr had backed the lawsuit, saying the Connecticut
law permitting such participation violated Title IX protections.
On Wednesday night, Alanna Smith, one of three girls who had brought the
lawsuit, appeared on Fox News along with her attorney, Christiana Holcomb of the
Alliance Defending Freedom. During her appearance on the network, Smith blasted
the Biden Administration, saying, “Fairness needs to be restored in our sport and all
other women’s sports … these biological males are just taking it away from us.”
The Daily Wire reported on the lawsuit in February 2020:
A lawsuit was filed in federal court by three high school girls and their mothers
against the Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference (CIAC), which has
permitted boys to compete in events and win awards that would otherwise have gone
to girls.
Selina Soule, Alanna Smith, and Chelsea Mitchell, represented by Alliance Defending
Freedom (ADF), were denied opportunities to compete at higher levels as boys took
home the prizes. CIAC’s policy allowed two males to compete in girls’ athletic
competitions beginning in the 2017 track season.
Those boys have taken 15 women’s state championship titles (titles held in 2016 by
nine different Connecticut girls) and have taken more than 85 opportunities to

participate in higher level competitions from female track athletes in the 2017, 2018,
and 2019 seasons alone.
“I got involved after I ran against the biological males at the New England meet
because in the 200 meter I took third place when I should have gotten runner-up,”
Smith began on Wednesday night.
“And it’s not really about placement but it’s all about knowing that I work so many
hours a week to be able to get runner-up in New England’s [championships] as a
freshman. And I am really disappointed in the news, because me and the other girls,
Selina and Chelsea, have worked really hard to get our stories out there, to get people
to realize that fairness needs to be restored in our sport and all other women’s
sports.”
Fox host Katie Pavlich commented, “Christiana, you know, from a political
perspective, the Left claims to always stand up for women, they’re the party of women,
and yet here we are with policies that disenfranchise female athletes. And I have
serious questions abut what this means in terms of harassment of female athletes.
Does this mean that biological males are not allowed to go into the locker room as
well as compete against them and take away scholarships and placement in state
championships? I know that the lawsuit is going to move forward despite DOJ pulling
their support for it? So where are you going from here?”
“Well, the lawsuit absolutely moves forward, but as you mentioned, this was clearly a
politically motivated decision to side with radical activists over female athletes like
Alanna,” Holcomb answered.
“But what’s even more concerning is this effort to gut legal protection for women is
not just isolated to what we see in Connecticut. Even now, the Biden administration is
pushing the so-called Equality Act, which ignores the real physical differences
between men and women and threatens women’s privacy, women’s homeless shelters,
and yes, even women’s sports on a national level for female athletes like Alanna.”
Pavlich asked, “But in terms of athletics, Alanna, when it comes to the things that
you’ve missed out on, people say ‘it’s only fair’ to allow biological males to compete
against you, What is your response to that?”
“That people should realize that a lot of biological females have missed out on
making it to meets that really matter, like states and regionals, and the transgender
athletes have taken spots on the podium that belong to biological females,” Smith
stated.
“We train for so many days a week, so many hours to be able to be the best in our
state and the best in our region, and these biological males are just taking it away
from us and we really deserve it.”
Holcom added, “Title IX was designed to ensure that girls like Alanna have a fair and
level playing field, have a chance to showcase their talents, to be champions, and
frankly, to earn those college scholarships. So we want to move forward and we want
to see women’s sports protected across the country.”

Mitchell, who was ranked the fastest biological girl in Connecticut in the 55m, lost
four girls’ state championships and two all-New England awards.
She recalled, “I knew that I was the fastest girl here, one of the fastest in the state. I
remembered all my training and everything I had been taught on how to maximize my
performance … I thought of all the times that other girls have lost. I could feel the
adrenaline in my blood and hope that wafted from me. That just possibly, I could win
this. Then, the gun went off. And I lost.”
Smith, whose father is MLB Hall of Famer relief pitcher Lee Smith, won the 400m at
the 2019 outdoor New England Regional Championships as a freshman and
finished second in the 200m at the New England Regional Championships.
She stated, “Even before I get to the track, I already know that I’m not going to get
first place, or maybe even second place . . . I know that no matter how hard I work, I
won’t be able to have the top spot.”
Barr had stated in March 2020: “Under CIAC’s interpretation of Title IX … schools
may not account for the real physiological differences between men and
women. Instead, schools must have certain biological males — namely, those who
publicly identify as female — compete against biological females. In so doing, CIAC
deprives those women of the single-sex athletic competitions that are one of the
marquee accomplishments of Title IX.”

WATCH: Florida College Students Stunned To Learn Of Biden’s Remark About
Genocide In China
Daily Wire News
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A new video released Thursday morning showed that students at the University of
Florida were stunned by President Joe Biden’s recent remarks about the genocide in
China.
During a CNN town hall event last week, Biden said in part, “Culturally, there are
different norms that each country and their leaders are expected to follow.” The
Washington Post noted that Biden said China would face consequences for its
actions.
Campus Reform reporter Ophelie Jacobson went to the University of Florida to ask
students about the remark and to ask them which president they thought said it, if the
comment bothered them, and if they thought that the U.S. needed to be tougher on
China.
The majority of the students thought that Trump made the remark, none guessed
Biden. All of them were stunned that Biden made the remark and, for the most part,
all of them said they thought the U.S. needed to be tougher on China.
TRANSCRIPT:
OPHELIE JACOBSON: Hi, I’m Ophelia Jacobson with campus reform. Today we’re
at the University of Florida talking with students about the Uyghurs genocide that is
happening in China. Last week, President Biden referred to the genocide as a cultural
norm. What do students think of this? Do they think that Biden needs to be tougher on
China? Let’s find out.
JACOBSON: I’m sure you’ve heard about what’s going on in China with the mass
genocide of the Uyghurs. I mean, since 2014, the Chinese government has been
putting the Uyghurs in these detention camps. What is your reaction to that?
STUDENT 1: I think that it’s very important that we are all aware of what’s
happening to make sure that we can take actions to stop those things from happening.
STUDENT 2: It’s obviously pretty horrible.
STUDENT 3: It’s like sad that like people are like, being like killed just for like being
them. And like, I guess there should be like, more awareness, I think.
STUDENT 4: It’s kind of appalling that nothing’s really been done about it [inaudible]
national scale.
JACOBSON: So I want to read you a quote and I would like you to tell me which
president you think said it. So the quote is, ‘and so the idea that I am not going to
speak out against what he’s doing in Hong Kong,’ and when he says ‘he,’ he’s
referring to the Chinese president, ‘what he’s doing with the Uyghurs in the western
mountains of China and Taiwan, trying to end the One China policy by making it
forceful, he gets it. Culturally, there are different norms that each country and their
leaders are expected to follow.’ Who do you think said that?
STUDENT 5: I’m going to go ahead and guess Donald Trump.

STUDENT 3: Trump.
STUDENT 6: I would probably also say Trump.
STUDENT 7: Trump or Clinton.
STUDENT 8: Obama.
STUDENT 9: I think Donald Trump is the one who said that.
JACOBSON: So, what if I were to tell you that it was actually President Biden, who
said this one week ago in a town hall?
JOE BIDEN, U.S. PRESIDENT: And so the idea, I’m not going to speak out against
what he’s doing in Hong Kong, what he’s doing with the Uyghurs in western
mountains of China, and Taiwan, trying to end the One China policy by making it
forceful. I said, and by the he said, he, he gets it. Culturally, there are different norms
that each country and they their leaders are expected to follow.
STUDENT 5: I’m surprised. I’m very surprised by that.
STUDENT 8: You would hope that something this egregious would elicit a stronger
response from the U.S. president, especially in a country that’s sort of a rival already.
STUDENT 6: I like, it was surprising for me to hear that that came from Biden, it
doesn’t seem like the type of thing that he would believe in.
STUDENT 3: You would think that he would want to like help or whatever and stuff
and then he says, like, oh, that’s just like what the leader should do and stuff.
STUDENT 1: It did surprise me. But I think that’s where the people come in. I think
that just because we elected a president that supports our views doesn’t mean we can
stop holding them accountable. We continually have to pressure them into making the
right choices.
STUDENT 3: Joe Biden campaigned heavily on like uniting people and, you know,
strengthening ties with other countries, and overall, just being a very humanitarian
person. So, the fact that he believes that policy, and he has that sort of mindset is very
shocking to me.
JACOBSON: Does it bother you that a sitting US president basically just called a
mass genocide ‘a cultural norm’?
STUDENT 9: Yeah.
STUDENT 1: Oh, it does bother me.
STUDENT 3: Yeah, definitely. I voted for him. So it’d be like, you know, he’s not like,
representing my views.

STUDENT 5: Yes.
STUDENT 6: Yes.
STUDENT 9: That’s not right.
STUDENT 5: Yes, I’m disappointed that a sitting US president would say that.
JACOBSON: Do you think that Biden needs to be tougher on China?
STUDENT 3: I guess he needs to, like, work on bettering like the genocide I guess,
like getting more involved.
STUDENT 4: Probably.
STUDENT 1: Absolutely. The genocide is not okay. Whether it’s in our country or you
know, 1,000 miles away.
STUDENT 9: I wouldn’t want a sitting president like not doing that, like not, like
letting that slide is not okay.
STUDENT 5: Probably. Yeah. After hearing that, yes.
STUDENT 8: It’s yeah, definitely a country that any US president should probably be
willing to stand up to.

Biden Considering ‘Every Tool’ To Attack Second Amendment As Leftists Push
‘National Emergency’ Declaration
Ryan Saavedra
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President Joe Biden is reportedly considering “every tool” at his disposal to crack
down on Second Amendment rights as left-wing activists are pushing him to deal with

the issue of gun violence by declaring a national emergency and using executive
orders.
“Among the executive actions under consideration by the administration is one that
would require buyers of so-called ghost guns — homemade or makeshift firearms that
lack serial numbers — to undergo background checks,” Politico reported.
A White House official told Politico that Biden was considering “every tool at our
disposal, including executive actions” to crack down on the Second Amendment.
Biden wants to ban so-called “assault weapons,” which are semi-automatic firearms.
He also wants to ban so-called “high-capacity magazines,” an ultimately arbitrary
term. Biden has previously said he wants to ban magazines that can hold “multiple
bullets,” which would include all magazines.
He also wants to end gun manufacturers’ immunity from liability, which would likely
devastate the firearms industry quickly.
John Feinblatt, president of the left-wing, Michael Bloomberg-backed Everytown for
Gun Safety, said that his organization is the “strongest” pro-gun control
administration “in history” and that they have “full confidence they’re going to
govern like it.”
Some gun control activists “are urging the administration to begin disbursing money
to 40 cities across the country plagued by gun violence through discretionary agency
grants or by declaring a national emergency,” the report added.
“Rather than wait for Congress to pass funding in an infrastructure or gun control
bill, groups like March For Our Lives and Community Justice Action Fund say
agencies can and should start allocating funds to community-based programs now.”
The push from Biden comes as gun sales have surged to record highs over the last
year, spurred in part by the coronavirus pandemic, race riots following George
Floyd’s death, and the push by some Democrats to “defund the police.”
January was the third-highest recorded monthly in U.S. history for gun sales.
However, this does not come close to accounting for Americans’ current demand for
guns because many manufacturers are completely sold out of firearms, especially the
types of firearms the Biden administration wants to crack down on.
Some manufacturers have disabled back orders because they are so overloaded.
Other companies warn of lead times approaching six months, meaning a firearm
ordered today may not arrive at the customer’s store until near the start of
September.
The demand for firearms is not counted in firearm sales statistics because the sales
statistics are based on federal gun background-check data. Background checks on a
firearm do not happen until the customer arrives at the store to pick it up, at which
point they must then complete a federal background check before they are allowed to
take it home.

Alan Gottlieb, the founder of the Second Amendment Foundation, warned in a recent
interview that Biden has launched a “four-prong” attack against the Second
Amendment.
“One is universal background check is really a universal registration system,”
Gottlieb said.
“Second is banning of assault weapons and then defining assault weapons as almost
any semi-automatic firearm. Third is banning magazines that hold more than 10
rounds, you know, again, hurts people twice for self defense in our country, and then
attacking the firearms industry so that any criminal that goes out and misuses a gun,
the gun manufacturer can be sued for it, it’s going to put the industry out of business
and nobody can buy a gun.”
“And that’s just what he wants legislatively,” Gottlieb added. “That’s not even what
he’s talking about on executive orders. There’s a lot more of those coming to and
appearing, some might be coming down the pike pretty soon.”

Democrats Call On Biden To Relinquish Sole Authority Over Nuclear Strikes
Tim Pearce
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More than 30 Democratic representatives are calling for President Joe Biden to give
up his sole authority to order the launch of nuclear weapons.
The group of Democratic House members, led by Rep. Jimmy Panetta (D-CA), signed
a letter to addressed to Biden on Monday calling on him to reform the procedure by
which the use of a nuclear weapon is approved. The 31 lawmakers suggested several
reforms that would include more people in the decision process.

“As president, two of your most critical and solemn duties are the security of the
country and the safeguarding of its nuclear arsenal. You alone possess the authority
to order the use of nuclear weapons, which assures that nuclear weapons remain
under civilian control,” the letter states.
“However, vesting one person with this authority entails real risks. Past presidents
have threatened to attack other countries with nuclear weapons or exhibited behavior
that caused other officials to express concern about the president’s judgment.”
“While any president would presumably consult with advisors before ordering a
nuclear attack, there is no requirement to do so,” the letter adds.
“The military is obligated to carry out the order if they assess it is legal under the
laws of war. Under the current posture of U.S. nuclear forces, that attack would
happen in minutes.”
The letter goes on to suggest several reforms to the process of approving the use of a
nuclear weapon. Each suggested reform would make the approval of others outside of
the president also necessary before any launch order could be given.
In one suggestion, the approval of the vice president and the speaker of the House of
Representatives would also be necessary before a nuclear launch order could be
given.
In another, any order would require certification from the secretary of defense and
the attorney general. The group of Democrats also suggested requiring a
congressional declaration of war and specific authorization of nuclear force before
an order for a nuclear strike could be given.
“We note your distinguished record and leadership on nuclear arms control and
nonproliferation as senator and vice president. We ask you to lead again,” the letter
continues. “As president, you will have the final say on any changes to U.S. nuclear
foreign policy. We respectfully request that you, as president, review ways in which
you can end the sole authority you have to launch a nuclear attack, and to install
additional checks and balances into the system.”
Each president possesses what is known as the “nuclear football,” a briefcase that
contains all that is needed for a president to authorize a nuclear strike.
Democrats have previously expressed concern over the president’s authority to
approve nuclear strikes under the Trump administration. In the final weeks of former
President Donald Trump’s term, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said she spoke to
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Mark Milley to discuss Trump’s access to
nuclear launch codes.
“I spoke to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Mark Milley to discuss available
precautions for preventing an unstable president from initiating military hostilities or
accessing the launch codes and ordering a nuclear strike,” Pelosi said in a Jan. 8
letter.

“The situation of this unhinged President could not be more dangerous, and we must
do everything that we can to protect the American people from his unbalanced assault
on our country and our democracy.”

Biden Refuses To Answer What Happened To His ‘Promise’ For Quick
$2,000 Checks
Ryan Saavedra
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Democrat President Joe Biden refused to answer a question from a reporter on
Thursday about his unfulfilled promise last month that if Democrats won the Senate,
he would have $2,000 stimulus checks going out the door “immediately.”
“Mr. President, whatever happened to your promise from 7 weeks ago that if
Democrats [flipped] the Senate that checks were going out the door?” Fox News
reporter Peter Doocy asked. Biden refused to answer the question.
A few moments later, Doocy once again tried to ask Biden a question but was shouted
down by Biden’s staff who called him out by name and said that it was time to go.
“President-elect Joe Biden told Georgia voters on Monday that $2,000 stimulus
checks would be sent out to Americans right away if the state voted for the
Democratic candidates Raphael Warnock and Jon Ossoff in Tuesday’s US Senate
runoffs,” Business Insider reported.
“During his speech in Atlanta, Biden promised that if Warnock and Ossoff won the
runoffs, ‘that money will go out the door immediately to help people who are in real
trouble.'”

Biden faced backlash on Thursday after he falsely claimed that the Trump
administration did not have a vaccine distribution plan.
“We’re moving in the right direction, though, despite the mess we inherited from the
previous administration, which left us with no real plan to vaccinate all Americans,”
Biden falsely claimed.
“And every time we administer another 50 million shots, I’m going to use that
milestone to report to the American people on our vaccination program and our
overall fight against this pandemic.”
Admiral Brett Giroir, M.D., responded: “I am so tired of the continuing lies that
@potus inherited a #COVID19Vaccine mess, when in fact 99% of current vaccine
manufacturing and distribution is EXACTLY as planned and explicitly described by
Trump Administration’s Operation Warp Speed.”
The Daily Wire noted that the false claims coming from the Biden administration on
the issue have even been debunked by left-wing fact-checkers, including The
Washington Post, PolitiFact, and FactCheck.org.
A couple of days after Biden took office, Bloomberg News reported that the U.S. was
almost already on track to meet Biden’s goal of 100 million vaccinations in 100 days.
The report said:
In the week Biden was sworn in as president, nearly 983,000 shots a day were
administered on average over the seven days ending Friday, according to data from
Bloomberg’s Vaccine Tracker.
The most recent three days topped a million doses. …Pressed on the 100-million-dose
goal on Thursday, White House press secretary Jen Psaki explained the math behind
the administration’s thinking. She said that under Trump, 17 million doses had been
administered in the first 38 days, for an average rate of less than 500,000 a day, and
Biden’s team hoped to double that.
Bloomberg’s data show that the rate has increased substantially since the first weeks
of the rollout. A more ambitious plan would be to double the current rate of
vaccinations—not the average rate during the early phase of vaccine distribution.
That’s what some Republicans have called for.

With The Insane ‘Equality Act,’ The Democrat Party Has Declared Total War
On Reality
When John Money, the 20th century psychologist, pedophilia-apologist, and all
around quack, first invented the concept of gender identity several decades ago, he
probably couldn’t imagine that the Democrat Party would one day enshrine his
half-baked theories into law.

Back when Money was running sexual experiments on young boys, having them strip
on camera, simulate sex acts on each other, and forcing one to live as a girl against
his will, it would have seemed like a pipe dream that, in the not-too-distant future, his
ideas about biological sex and “gender” being two somehow distinct and valid forms
of identity would be legislatively imposed on the American population.
And when his two human experiments eventually went on to take their own lives, I’m
sure Money might have feared that his theories would end up on the proverbial ash
heap of history. But that is not what happened.
Now the good doctor, who died 15 years ago, can look up from wherever he is — and
I have some theories about where that might be — and feel proud that although the
concept of “gender identity” is nonsensical and incoherent, and though his attempt to
scientifically prove its validity ended with the tragic deaths of two people, still his
ideas won the day and soon the entire country will be forced by law to live according
to them.
The so-called Equality Act was passed by the Democrat-controlled House of
Representatives on Thursday and moves now to the Democrat-controlled Senate. The
law is a sweeping and radical assault on religious liberty, women, children, moral
decency, and sanity.
It is indeed the most serious legislative attack on women’s rights in American history,
as it seeks to legally erase women in a way, and to an extent, that not even the most
dastardly and misogynistic agent of the Patriarchy could have ever dreamed. The
people who worried that Mike Pence would bring Handmaid’s Tale to life were, the
whole time, working to establish their own dystopia that goes far beyond anything
Margaret Atwood conceived.
The bill has other significant consequences, too. As our own Ian Haworth explains for
the Daily Wire, the Equality Act sets the stage to dismantle religious liberty:
The Equality Act would expand protection against discrimination provided by the
Civil Rights Act (such as employment and housing) to also cover federally funded
programs and “public accommodations,” which includes retail stores, online
retailers, stadiums, and transportation service providers.
As an example, this would mean that businesses targeted in discrimination suits for
refusing certain services based on religious objections would be impacted by the
Equality Act, such as florists or bakeries.
The Equality Act would also supersede the Religious Freedom Restoration Act
(RFRA), passed in 1993 which “set a higher bar for the government to defend laws if
people argued those laws infringed upon religious freedom.”
The Act also obliterates conscience protections for those who don’t want to fund or
perform abortions. Alexandra DeSanctis in National Review lays out the details:
Under the Equality Act, health-care professionals would be required by law to
perform sex-reassignment procedures or offer related hormone treatment, even if

such procedures contradicted their own best medical judgment. So too, the law would
treat refusals to perform an abortion as pregnancy discrimination, which would be
treated as an illegal form of discrimination on the basis of sex.
The Equality Act redefines “sex” to include “pregnancy, childbirth, or a related
medical condition,” and, as the bill’s opponents have noted, federal agencies and
courts already have determined that the phrase “related medical condition” can be
interpreted to include abortion.
This is all quite horrifying on its own, but it isn’t even the most extreme consequence
of the bill. Worst of all, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 would be “updated” to include
sexual orientation and gender identity as protected classes, on the same level as race.
The text of the bill reads, in part: “An individual shall not be denied access to a
shared facility, including a restroom, a locker room and a dressing room, that is in
accordance with the individual’s gender identity.”
In fact, as already noted, this mandate would apply to all “public accommodations,”
and, conveniently enough, pretty much everything counts, or can count, as a public
accommodation. Your home does appear to be exempt at the moment, but the
Democrats, I’m sure, will not let that loophole remain for long.
What this means is that, if this law passes, it will be effectively illegal to provide any
private or exclusive spaces to women. Bathrooms, sports teams, locker rooms — all of
these must, by law, be opened to any man who demands access. Under the Equality
Act, the government would not recognize “women” as being a necessarily distinct
category from “men.” All that matters is a person’s “gender identity.”
This raises an important question: what the hell is “gender identity”? Well, it’s not
really anything in particular. It’s an entirely invented, artificial concept —
originating with the child-abusing quack mentioned earlier — that is probably best
defined, if it can be defined at all, by the Human Rights Campaign (a fervent and
influential proponent of the Equality Act).
HRC says on the Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Definitions page of their
website that gender identity is “one’s innermost concept of self as male, female, a
blend of both or neither – how individuals perceive themselves and what they call
themselves. One’s gender identity can be the same or different from their sex assigned
at birth.”
Let us try to wrap our heads around the sheer lunacy here. Your biological sex is
what you actually are — your true sexual identity — as determined by immutable
physical characteristics. Your gender identity is what you feel like you are, or what
you want to be, or how you perceive yourself.
Under the Equality Act, one’s perception of themselves — even if incorrect — takes
precedence over the reality of who they actually are. Indeed, the reality is no longer
legally recognized at all. Delusion and fantasy supplant truth. Falsehood wins the
day.

Of course, female sports teams never had anything to do with self-perception. It
makes absolutely no difference what a male thinks or how he feels about himself.
None of that changes the biological features which give him an unfair advantage over
females. And though the male may feel like he was supposed to have a vagina
(whatever that means), the reality is that he has the same equipment as any other
male, and belongs in the same locker rooms and bathrooms as those other males.
The sign on the bathroom door says — or said — “men” and “women,” not “those
who feel like men today” and “those who feel like women today.”
That is the only sensible and coherent way to organize these things, and the only way
that provides women with the privacy and protection they need. But sensibility and
coherence are soon to be illegal.
It does not take much imagination to see where this goes. If self-perception is more
important than reality — if, in fact, self-perception is our new reality — then there is
no reason whatsoever to limit that standard to gender.
What about a white man who seeks the advantages of affirmative action in college
admissions on the basis that he perceives himself to be black? It might be crazy to
accept that a white man is a black man just because he sees himself that way, but it’s
still quite a bit less crazy than accepting that a male is a female just because he sees
himself that way.
And what about a pedophile who perceives himself to be nine years old? Again, it
makes no sense to give his perception of his own age legal precedence over the reality
of his actual age, but it’s certainly no more senseless than doing the same in the
realm of biological sex.
Any argument for giving gender identity protected status would necessarily apply to
age identity, race identity, or anything else.
As always, the Left will scoff at what they will call a “slippery slope” argument. And
then, in a few years, they will do exactly what they mocked us for predicting they
would do.
That is the way these things always work, and will most assuredly work in this case.
The Democrats have declared total war on reality. We have not even begun to reap
the consequences.

Student Suspended From Education Program For Saying, ‘A Man Is A Man, A
Woman Is A Woman’
Chrissy Clark
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A New York university has suspended an education student from mandatory teaching
programs for posting Instagram videos expressing conservative ideology.
State University of New York (SUNY) Geneseo sent an email to education student
Owen Stevens placing him on suspension from his field teaching programs after his
peers uncovered videos of him preaching conservative dogma.
The school claims that Stevens’ videos “call into question” his ability to “maintain a
classroom environment protecting the mental and emotional well-being of all of [his]
students.”
According to a copy of Steven’s suspension obtained by The Daily Wire, the education
student will remain suspended from participating in in-school field experiences and
courses that have field experiences until he completes a “remediation plan.”
The remediation plan includes taking down his Instagram videos, toning down his
social media presence, and attending school-sanctioned training.
Stevens told The Daily Wire he refuses to take part in “re-education” training.
“After review of all available materials, I find that, based on your continued public
stance and social media presence, you do not consistently demonstrate behaviors
required by the Conceptual Framework of the School of Education,” the Dean of the
School of Education wrote in an email to Stevens.
The university claims that Stevens violated the school’s inclusivity doctrine, which
requires teachers to foster “a diverse campus community marked by mutual respect
for the unique talents and contributions of each individual.”
The Dean also insinuated that future teachers are required to support all aspects of
homosexuality and gender identity. During one of his Instagram videos, Stevens said,
“A man is a man, a woman is a woman. A man is not a woman and a woman is not a
man.” The Dean told Stevens that his scientific stance on biology is “in conflict” with
the state’s Dignity for All Students Act.

“You continue to maintain, ‘I do not recognize the gender that they claim to be if they
are not biologically that gender,’” the Dean said.
“This public position is in conflict with the Dignity for All Students Act requiring
teachers to maintain a classroom environment protecting the mental and emotional
well-being of all students.”
Other videos on Steven’s Instagram page include him explaining how Columbus Day
isn’t about celebrating every facet of Christopher Columbus’ life and how race-based
clubs can be toxic to racial progress.
Stevens told The Daily Wire that he’s received threats from his peers since his videos
were uncovered.
“I’ve received threats and horrible incidents of students who all feel like they are
making the world a better place by becoming the woke thought police,” Stevens said.
“Overall, I want justice and the right thing to be done.”
According to email correspondence obtained by The Daily Wire, the university also
sent out an email to all students and staff condemning Stevens for his posts.
“Yesterday, I was made aware of a current student’s Instagram posts pertaining to
transgender people,” the university’s president wrote.
“I want to take this opportunity to publicly restate my deep personal commitment to
promoting social justice.”
In the same email, the president insinuated that the school would like to take action
against Stevens, though it cannot infringe on his First Amendment rights.
“There are clear legal limitations to what a public university can do in response to
objectionable speech,” the president wrote.
“As a result, there are few tools at our disposal to reduce the pain that such speech
may cause.”
In a statement to The Daily Wire, a SUNY Geneseo spokeswoman said that the school
does not believe that it is infringing on any student’s right to free speech.
“Although we cannot comment on any particular student, SUNY Geneseo respects
every student’s right to freedom of speech and expression,” the spokeswoman said.
“By choosing to enter into certain professional fields, students agree to abide by the
professional standards of their chosen field. At times, these professional standards
dictate that students act and behave in certain ways that may differ from their
personal predilections.”

The school has openly promoted left-wing ideology in its departments in the past,
despite its claims that political ideology should remain outside of the classroom.
In an Instagram post, the education school promoted a resource guide for faculty,
staff, and teacher-candidates to become “anti-racist” educators.

Doctors Are Warning You to "Be Prepared" for This After Your Second Dose
Lauren Gray
Wondering what to expect from your two-dose COVID vaccine? Doctors say you
should be ready for this the second time around.
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With the COVID vaccine rollout now well underway, over 68,000,000 doses have
reportedly been administered across the U.S. This is promising news not only for our
eventual safety and return to normalcy, but also for the sake of data collection: with a
much bigger pool of vaccinated individuals than the initial trial groups provided,
we’re learning a lot about what to expect from the vaccine itself.
In particular, there’s one common experience that doctors now say people should “be
prepared” for: many vaccine recipients have reported that the second dose elicits
more side effects than the first. Read on to learn more about what you can expect, and
for more essential vaccine news, The Pfizer CEO Says This Is How Often You'll Need
a COVID Vaccine.
While the evidence from the U.S. is currently anecdotal, a study in the U.K. found that
the second dose of the COVID vaccine does indeed yield higher rates of side effects.

The researchers reviewed data from 40,000 subjects, over 12,000 of whom had
received both vaccine doses, and discovered that the rate of side effects rose the
second time around.
After a single dose, 37 percent of recipients reported local side effects including pain
or swelling near the site of the injection, and 12 percent reported at least one
whole-body side effect in the days following their injection.
Following the second dose, those numbers rose: 45 percent reported experiencing
local side effects, and 22 percent reported broader effects.
Doctors explain that this escalation of side effects makes sense, given how the
vaccines work. "The second vaccine [dose]—think of it as having that hit to your
immune system, and your immune system now recognizes the vaccine, so it does its
job," Kavita Patel, MD, a medical contributor for NBC News recently told Al Roker.
"Just be prepared," she said, adding that she had personally experienced side effects
following her own second dose of the COVID vaccine.
Bill Moss, MD, a pediatrician and professor of infectious disease epidemiology at the
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health in Baltimore agreed with Patel’s
assessment.
"The second dose is really like a booster dose," he said. "The immune system is
seeing the vaccine for the first time with the first dose and is reacting to that, and the
cells of the immune system are recruited to kind of recognize that spike protein (the
part of the coronavirus that the vaccine affects).
So when the body's immune system sees [the vaccine] a second time, there are more
cells and there's a more intense immune response, resulting in those side effects,"
explained Moss.
However, if you don’t experience side effects, that’s perfectly normal, too. "If you
don't have a reaction, you don't need to worry that it didn't work,” explained Patel.
“Every human and body is different." Read on for everything you need to know about
the potential side effects, and for promising news on another vaccine, This Other
Vaccine Could Already Be Protecting You From COVID, Study Says.
The side effects are usually mild.
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The most commonly reported side effects following COVID vaccination are pain or
swelling at the injection site, chills, headache, fever, and fatigue, according to the
CDC. The bright side?
Most people who experience these symptoms say that their reactions have been mild
to moderate, and are made better with the help of over-the-counter medications like
ibuprofen or acetaminophen. And for the latest COVID news delivered straight to
your inbox, sign up for our daily newsletter.
They don’t last long.
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According to White House COVID advisor Anthony Fauci, MD, the vaccines’ side
effects also tend to be short-lived. You can expect your discomfort to last up to 48
hours, with most side effects ceasing after 24 hours. And for more vaccination tips, Dr.
Fauci Says You'll Easily Get a Vaccine Appointment After This Date.

You can help track side effects using your smartphone.
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Just like the U.K., the U.S. has a robust vaccine monitoring system for
tracking potential side effects of the vaccine. If you do experience side effects after
your vaccination, the CDC asks that you enter those into the v-safe app, a program
designed to collect data on the rollout.
Once you register, you can expect prompted health check-ins following your
appointment and “depending on your answers, someone from CDC may call to check
on you and get more information,” the health authority explains.
There’s a lot of misinformation out there about the side effects.
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Doctor talking to a senior patient at home

While it’s true that certain side effects are somewhat common after vaccination, there
are several myths about side effects as well. Some have incorrectly suggested that the
COVID vaccine can change a person’s DNA or infect you with coronavirus. These
claims are patently false and scientifically impossible, according to the Mayo Clinic
and other experts. And for more on vaccine side effects, Dr. Fauci Says These 2 Side
Effects Mean Your COVID Vaccine Is Working.

